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INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that a language L E (0, 1 }* must be recognized by two distant computers. 
Each computer receives half of the input bits, and the computation proceeds using 
some protocol for communication between the two computers (obviously, most 
interesting languages cannot be recognized without any communication). The 
minimum number of bits that has to be exchanged in order to successfully recognize 
L n {O, 1j*n, minimized over all partitions of the input bits into two equal parts, and 
considered as a function of n, is called the communication complexity of L (for 
simplicity we only consider the strings in a language which have even length). 
The motivation for this new complexity measure is that it provides a direct lower 
bound for the minimum bisection width [5] of any chip that recognizes L, and 
therefore for the area-delay squared product of the chip. This connection, implicit in 
most work on VLSI lower bounds, was pointed out explicitly by Lipton and 
Sedgewick [2] and Yao [8]. (In fact, one of our main results was originally conjec- 
tured in [2].) A closely related measure, in which the partition of the input bits is 
fixed, was studied some time ago by Abelson [l] and Yao [ 71. More recently, 
Melhorn and Schmidt [3] have studied both the fixed partition and the optimal 
partition versions of the measure. 
In this paper we prove several results concerning this complexity measure. First we 
establish (in a nonconstructive manner) that there exist languages which cannot be 
recognized with less than n communication (obviously, communication n is always 
enough for recognizing any language). In fact, we show that for any function 
f(n) < n, there are languages recognizable with communication f(n) but not with 
communication f(n) - 1. In other words, this complexity measure possesses a very 
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dense hierarchy of complexity classes, as minuscule increments in communication 
add to the set of languages that can be recognized. 
We also study nondeterministic protocols and their communication complexity. 
This is more than a complexity theorist’s reflex. It turns out that all proof techniques 
that are available for showing lower bounds on communication [ 1,2] also apply to 
nondeterministic protocols. It is therefore natural to ask whether there can be a 
significant difference between the deterministic and nondeterministic complexity of a 
language. We show that any nondeterministic protocol can be simulated by a deter- 
ministic once at only an exponential loss in efficiency. For example, if a language can 
be accepted by a nondeterministic protocol with communication log log n, then it can 
be recognized in log n deterministic communication. We show, as was conjectured by 
Lipton and Sedgewick, that there are natural languages for which there is an 
exponential increase, going from nondeterministic to deterministic protocols. Thus, 
this is one of the rare cases in complexity theory where nondeterminism can provably 
yield exponential savings. 
Nondeterministically, graphs that contain a triangle can be recognized in 
communication proportional to the number of vertices in the graph. We show that, 
deterministically, a constant fraction of the adjacency matrix must be communicated. 
In fact what we show is stronger: We prove this lower bound for any nondeter- 
ministic protocol which recognizes triangle-free graphs, the complement of the 
problem that can be solved in logarithmic nondeterministic communication. Using the 
(admittedly far-fetched) analogy with the P versus NP question, our result 
corresponds to NP # co-NP, a statement stronger than P # NP. Our proof shows 
that, for any partition of the entries of the adjacency matrix of a graph with m 
vertices into two equal parts, the problem of checking the graph for triangles reduces 
to the “inner product” of two vectors of L!(m’) entries, drawn from the opposite sides 
of the partition. It is then not hard to show that the computation of the inner product 
(with the partition separating the vectors) requires communicating all entries of one 
vector. 
We also examine the relative power of one-way communication. This is also a very 
natural concept in the context of distributed computation and VLSI [ 1, 71. Once 
again, two-way protocols can be simulated by one-way ones with an exponential loss 
in communication. We show that, for quite natural languages, this exponential gap is 
inherent. We propose a hierarchy of types of protocols, each type permitting only a 
certain number of rounds. One-way protocols use only one round, wheras two-way 
protocols are the limit of this hierarchy. We conjecture that there is an exponential 
gap between any two consecutive levels of this hierarchy. 
The Model 
A protocol on 2n inputs is a pair D, = (71, $), where 
(a) rr is a partition of { 1, 2,..., 2n) into two equal sets S, and S,. This 
corresponds to the partition of the input into the two halves for the two computers. 
(b) 0 is a function from {0, 1)” x (0, l,$}* to (0, I}*U {accept,reject}. 
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Intuitively, the first argument of ( is the local part of the input, while the second 
argument is the “log” of all previous messages, with % serving as the delimiter 
between messages. The result of d is the next message. For a given string 
c E {0, 1, %}*, the function 4 has the property that for no two y, y’ E {0, 1)” is it the 
case that 4(y, c) is a proper prefix of d(u’, c). This prefix-freeness property assures 
that the exchanged messages are self-delimiting, and that no extra “end of 
transmission” symbol is required. 
A computation of D, on input x E {0, 1 }*” is a string c = ci $c,$ . . . %c,%c,, , , 
where k > 0, cl ,..., ck E {0, 1 }*, c~+~ E {accept, reject}, and such that, for each 
integer 1, 0 < I < k, we have: 
(1) ifZis odd, then c,+~=~(x,,c,$c~%... SC,), where x, is the input x restricted 
to the set S, ; and 
(2) if I is even, then cl+, = 4(x,,, c,%c,% ,..., $c,). 
In other words, in a computation the two computers take turns computing the next 
message to be sent, by consulting the local input and all previous exchanges (and 
using, without loss of generality, the same function 4). Obviously, this process is 
completely deterministic. The length of a computation c is the total length of all 
messages in c (ignoring %‘s and the final accept/reject). 
Let L G (0, 1) * be a language, and A = (D,) be a sequence of deterministic 
protocols. We say A recognizes L if, for each n and each x E {O, 1 }2n, the 
computation of D, on input x is always finite, and ends with accept iff x E L. Let f 
be a function from integers to integers. We say that L is recognizable within 
communication f, L E COMM(f ), if there is a sequence of protocols A = (D,) such 
that for all n and x E {0, 1 }*” the computation of D, on x has length at most f (n). 
EXAMPLE. Let L, be the language consisting of all even-length words that have 
an even number of 1’s. L, can be computed by the protocols A = (D,), with 
D, = (x, #), where rr = ({ 1, 2 ,..., n}, {n + l,..., 2n}), and 4 is defined as follows: .For 
all x E (0, 1 }“, 0(x, e) = the number of l’s in x mod 2, and for all x E {0, 1 }“, 
b E {0, 1 }, 4(x, b) = accept if the number of l’s in xb is odd, and reject if it is even. 
Here e denotes the empty string. All other entries of d are irrelevant. It is not hard to 
see that D, recognizes the languages L, in communication 1: L, E COMM( 1). 
A perhaps unexpected feature of our definition is the requirement that the set of 
permitted messages at any point be prefix-free. One reason for this is that the two 
computers can be pictured as sending bits serially across a channel. If one message 
could be a prefix of another, then the receiving computer would not know whether the 
sender was finished, unless a special “end of transmission” symbol was used. In fact, 
omitting the prefix-freeness requirement also leads to undesirable mathematical 
properties. Without it, the implicit end of transmission symbol could be used to 
encode extra information in the length of a message. For example, by splitting a 
message in two at a point representing the value of the last log n bits, these could be 
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sent without charge. Fully exploiting this idea, one could obtain bizarre protocols for 
computing any functions with communication n/2, which is clearly against intuition. 
On the other hand, since these measures are related by a factor of two, the difference 
between them is significant only if one were interested in precise bounds. Note that 
the delimiters ($) that we include in the computation of the protocol are unnecessary 
since (by the prefix-freeness) they could be computed from the message sequence. We 
include them for our convenience later. 
THEOREM 1. There is a language L such that L G COMM(n - 1). 
Proof. A counting argument shows that most languages have this property. 
Consider a random language R (i.e., Pr[x E R] = $). We bound the probability that 
there is a protocol computing R n (0, 1) ‘” which uses at most n - 1 bits of 
communication. Assume such a protocol exists. Padding its computations so that 
they are all of length n - 1, and ignoring dollar signs, we consider these computations 
to be branches of a tree of height n - 1. At the leaves of this tree we place the input 
values yielding the associated computations. Since there are 2’” inputs and 2”-’ 
leaves, some leaf must have at least 2”+ ’ inputs. Consider the partition of the inputs 
into S, and S,, given by the protocol. This leaf corresponds to a subset of a values 
for S, and b values for S,, where ab > 2”“. 
Once we have found >2nt i input words with the same communication, either I or 
II must be able to decide acceptance, and without loss of generality we assume that I 
decides. Therefore, the outcome of whether or not one of these words is in L depends 
only upon the variables in S,. We arrange these inputs into a rectangle of size a and 
b where the a rows correspond to the a values of the variables in S, consistent with 
the communication and the b columns correspond to the b values of the variables in 
S,, consistent with the communication, Since there are >2nt ’ input words in this 
rectangle, ab > 2”+‘, and since there are n inputs, a, b < 2”, thus a, b > 2. Within 
each row, the outcomes of all the inputs are uniformly the same, because the outcome 
is independent of S,,. Placing a 1 in each position of the rectangle containing an 
input in L and a 0 in the remaining positions, we obtain a randomly chosen rectangle 
of O’s and l’s which is constant along its rows. We calculate the probability that such 
a rectangle exists: 
There are (‘,“) ways of partitioning the inputs into S, and S,, . For each of these 
there are at most 
where 
pairs of values for S, and S,, forming rectangles of the appropriate size. The 
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probability that a rectangle with j rows and [2”+ ‘/jl columns is constant on its rows 
is 
which is bounded above by 
p = 2j-2n+la 
Hence the probability that a rectangle of this form exists for a random L is bounded 
above by 
We show that this quantity is o(l) by breaking the sum into four regions. Let 
E = log, 1.9 < 1 and use the fact that (,,$) < 1.9m = 2E’m and (d2) < 2”. 
(1) If j = 2 or 3 then a < 23” . 2E’2” and p < 23-2”t’. Hence, 
a@<2 3+3n+E.2"-2fl+' 
This is 0(2-~“). 
(2) If 4 < j < 2”-’ then a < 24” - 22” and /3 < 22”-1-2”t’. Hence, 
aP<2 4nt2"+2n-1-2n+' 
This is 0(2-~“). 
(3) If 2”-’ < j < 2”+ ‘13 then a < 22” . 24” and /3 < 22nt”3-2”t1. Hence, 
a@<2 2"+411+2"+1/3-2n+' 
This is 0(2-~“-‘). 
(4) If 2”+ l/3 <j,< 2” then a < 2”‘” . 23” and /3 < 22n-2”+‘. Hence, 
aP < 2 3n+E.2"-2" 
This is o(2 -2”‘2). Thus, for every value of j, ap is o(2 -‘““) and hence 
is o(22” . 2” . 2-‘“‘*) which rapidly approaches 0. Consequently, for sufficiently large 
n, the probability that such a rectangle exists is vanishingly small. A more careful 
calculation shows that even for small n, this probability is less than 1. Hence, a 
randomly chosen language L is likely to require communication n, and the theorem is 
established. 1 
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From this result we can prove that there is a dense hierarchy of communication 
complexity. 
COROLLARY. For any function f, such that 1 <f(n) < n, COMM(f(n) - 1) E 
# COMM(f(n)). 
ProoJ A random R which depends only upon n +f(n) bits on inputs of length 2n 
with high probability requires exactly communication f(n). This follows from a 
counting argument along the lines of Theorem 1. m 
Nondeterministic Protocols 
There are several results in the literature which implicitly prove lower bounds on 
the communication complexity of specific languages [2,4, 5, 6, 7,8]. As was pointed 
out by Lipton and Sedgewick, the proofs of all these results hold even when the 
model of distributed computation is extended to allow for nondeterminism. The 
question thus arises, does nondeterminism result in any substantial improvement in 
communication complexity? If so, perhaps more elaborate proof techniques, specific 
to deterministic protocols, will yield stronger results. Independently of this 
motivation, we feel that such a question is interesting in its own right, as it clearly 
parallels other, fundamental questions in Computer Science. 
Nondeterminism can be introduced very naturally in our model, simply by 
allowing 4 in our definition of a distributed algorithm to be a relation, as opposed to 
a function. The prefix-freeness generalizes to: for x, x’ E {0, 1 }’ if (x, c, w), 
(x’, c, w’) E d then w is not a proper prefix of w’. The resulting object is called a 
nondeterministic protocol. We say a family of such protocols A = (D,) accepts a 
language L if, for all n and all inputs x E (0, 1 }‘“, there is some computation of D, 
which ends in accept iff x E L. The communication complexity is defined as the 
length of the shortest such computation on each input in L, maximized over all 
inputs. The class of functions that is computable by nondeterministic protocols in 
communication f is denoted by NCOMMGf). The following result establishes a 
connection between nondeterministic and deterministic complexity. 
THEOREM 2. NCOMM(f(n)) c COMM(2”l”‘). 
ProoJ: Given a nondeterministic protocol for L using communication at most 
f(n), build a deterministic protocol for L as follows. I lists all 2f(“) strings of length 
f(n) in lexicographic order, then sends to II a message of length 2f(“) where the ith bit 
is a 1 iff the ith string is a valid computation from I’s point of view. II then has 
enough information to decide acceptance. I 
Is this gap inherent? We prove that it is. Our proof is based upon the language L,, 
consisting of the adjacency matrices of all graphs that have a triangle. (LT was first 
considered in this context by Lipton and Sedgewick.) 
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THEOREM 3. There is a language in NCOMM(l + log n) which requires linear 
communication deterministically. 
Proof. Let L, = {x / x is a string of (T) bits representing the upper triangle of the 
adjacency matrix of an undirected graph on m vertices containing a triangle}. 
LEMMA. L, E NCOMM( 1 + log n). 
ProoJ Partition the input arbitrarily. I accepts if its edges contain a triangle. 
Otherwise it nondeterministically transmits either the index of an edge it knows to be 
present or the index of one of II’s edges which, if present, would from a triangle with 
two of its present edges. This uses log 2n = I + log n bits of information. n 
We next show that L, requires linear communication deterministically. First, we 
present a lemma concerning communication complexity with fixed partition. For 
XE (0, I}*“, let the inner product of x be the function Vi=l,n(~i A xi+J. Let the 
language of all even-length strings with inner product 0 be denoted L,. 
LEMMA. Suppose that a sequence A = (D,) of nondeterministic protocols 
D, = (n, 4) with ?z = { { 1, 2 ,..., n}, {n + 1, n + 2 ,..., 2n}} recognize L,. Then A uses 
complexity n (the worst possible). 
ProoJ Let so,..., s2”- i be the 2” strings of length n and let ti be the complement of 
si. Say L, is accepted by nondeterministic protocols (D,). The strings Siti are 
members of L, and are accepted by D, . For i # j, si ti and Sjtj must not have the 
same accepting computation. If they did, then by a cutting and pasting argument D, 
would also accept both si tj and sjti, however, at least one or two strings is not in L,. 
Therefore, D, has at least 2” different computations on inputs of length 2n, and so 
one of them must have length n. I 
We next prove a combinatorial lemma about bicolored complete graphs. Color the 
edges of the u vertex, n = ( y ) edge complete graph into equal numbers of red and 
blue edges. Say a vertex is red (blue) if less than .02u of its incident edges are blue 
(red). All other vertices are called mixed. 
LEMMA. There are at least .Olu mixed vertices. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that fewer than .Olv mixed vertices exist. Fewer 
than .6v of the vertices are red (blue) otherwise there would have to be too many red 
(blue) edges. Hence, if we let r, b and m denote the number of red, blue, and mixed 
vertices, we see that .3v < r, b < .6v. We then see that in order for the red vertices to 
meet their quota of red edges, more than half of the edges between red and blue 
vertices must be red. Symmetrically, more than half of them must be blue, a 
contradiction. 1 
Select [.Olvl of these mixed vertices and call them top vertices. Each top vertex has 
at least .Olv red edges and .Olv blue edges to bottom (non-top) vertices. The weight 
of an edge between two bottom vertices is the number of top vertices that are 
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connected to the endpoints of this edge by edges of two different colors. The sum of 
all such weights is a(~‘) since each of the .Olv top vertices contributes at least 
(.Olv)*. We obtain a matching of bottom vertices of weight a(~‘) by repeatedly 
choosing the edge of maximum weight and deleting all edges connected to it until no 
edges remain. Arbitrarily orient each edge of the matching and say that it points from 
a left vertex to a right vertex. A pair of edges sharing a common top vertex and 
meeting a common edge in the matching is called a red-blue (blue-red) couple if the 
edge to the left vertex is red (blue) and the edge to the right vertex is blue (red). There 
must be either a(~‘) red-blue couples of J’~(v’) blue-red couples; without loss of 
generality we assume the former. 
We now embed the inner product function. Consider I’s input variables to be red 
edges and II’s to be blue edges in the complete graph and perform the above 
construction. Restrict the input to graphs which have edges between matched vertices, 
and where red edges between top and left vertices or blue edges between top and right 
vertices may be present, and which have no other edges. Such a graph has a triangle 
exactly when both members of a red-blue couple are present. But since I owns all red 
edges and II owns all blue edges they are forced to compute an inner product on 
Q(u’) = Q(n) bits to determine if this is the case. 1 
Another question of interest is the following analog to the P = ? (NPn co-NP) 
question. Are there languages of high deterministic complexity, yet for which both it 
and its complement have low n&deterministic complexity? For example, one specific 
version of this question is: Open Question: Is there a constant c > 0 such that 
(NCOMM(log n) f7 co-NCOMM(log n)) - COMM(cn) is non-empty? 
Melhorn and Schmidt [3] exhibit a language with a polynomial gap between the 
maximum among the nondeterministic complexity of itself and its complement, and 
its deterministic complexity; the question of an exponential gap remains open. 
One- Way Protocols 
Letc=c,$c,$~~~$c,$c,+, be a computation of the deterministic protocol D. We 
say that c has k rounds. D is a k-round protocol if all of its computations have at 
most k rounds. If k = 1 then we also call it a one-way protocol. COMM,(f) is the 
class of all languages that can be recognized by sequences of deterministic k-round 
protocols within communication f(n). Naturally, for any k, COMM,(f(n)) E 
COMM(f(n)). The next theorem shows that restricting to one-way complexity at 
most exponentially increases the complexity. 
THEOREM 4. COMMdf(n)) c COMM,(2f’“‘). 
Proof: Identical with the proof of Theorem 2. 1 
As shown by the next theorem, this conversion is near optimal. For simplicity we 
consider members of (0, 1)" to be identified with the binary numbers they represent. 
THEOREM 5. There is a language L,= {wow1 *Se w*~-~ 1 wjE (0, I}” and 
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3j0,..., j,,, [xj, =jf+, where j, = 0 and j,,, = 2” - l]}. A member of L, encodes a 
digraph of outdegree 1 having a path of length k + 1 from vertex 0 to vertex 2” - 1. 
It is easily seen that L, E COMM,(log n) and in fact L, E COMM,(k log n). We 
show that L, & COMM,(fi/(2 log n) + O(1)). 
Consider a one-way protocol D, for computing L, on inputs of length 2n = i~r2~, 
and where I sends at most 1 bits. We construct an input to show I is large. The 2n 
input bits are divided between I and II. Let Wi denote the ith block of m bits, i.e., 
those associated with string wi. Say either I (or II) owns Wi if it owns all of the bits 
of Wi and it controls Wi if it owns more than half of the bits of Wi. 
Since I owns half of the input bits, it must not control some W, say Wj,. Similarly 
II cannot own more than half of the Vs. Say I owns a bits of Wj, . Then each setting 
of these bits can be extended to 2m-” values for wj, and these collections partition the 
set of all IVs. Then for some setting of these bits at least half of the settings of the 
remaining m - a bits do not yield indices of IV’s owned by II. Fixing this setting, let 
A = (i ] i is the value represented by this setting of the a bits and an arbitrary setting 
of the remaining bits of Wj,, such that II does not own Wi}. Since a < m/2, 
/A / > 2”“/2. By appropriately setting some of II’s bits we can cause j, to be any 
value in A. Note that the protocol accepts iff Wj, = 2” - 1. Since I owns at least I 
bit of each of the Wi, i E A, and since II might need to know the value of any of 
them, I must send at least 2m’2/2 bits if information to II. Observing that 
2”f2/2dn/log n we obtain the desired lower bound. # 
Surprisingly, this theorem cannot be substantially improved. There is a one-way 
protocol for L, nearly achieving this bound as follows. Partition the input so that I 
owns W, and the remaining Wi are split (approximately) equally between I and II, 
and use a communication scheme as suggested by the lower bound. 
We also believe that the languages L, may be useful in establishing an exponential 
gap between k-round protocols and k - l-round protocols. 
Conjecture. For every k there is an I such that L, & COMM,- l(nl” + O(1)). 
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